Underlying vision, audition, and other sense perception is a fundamental quantitative relation between stimulus and sensation, between the objective and the subjective. From this fundamental relation, once established, may be derived another relation giving the least perceptible increment to the stimulus in terms of the whole. Fechner's law is such a relation derived from experimental data.
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They determined the least perceptible increment for light rangingin intensity from jnst above the threshold value to about 100,000 meter-candles and in color from violet to deep red. The data relating to Konig's own eye-a normal trichromat-are reproduced in the accompanying table and figure. We have now to determine the mathematical form of these curves by the methods of synthetic function theory. For brevity, call BL:L = P(IS) or simply P, the photometric function. Denote the abscissa log L by x and the minimum value of P (about 0.016) by P m .
All the curves have evidently the threshold value-the abscissa of the dotted ordinate-as natural origin of coordinates.
That is, they would be strictly comparable if plotted as functions of x- As a special case we may consider the particular function z (x) = c(x-x ) just as we should choose a particular integral of a differential equation as the practical working solution. would require an additional term in the photometric function P. But at these high intensities the light sensation becomes painful and we have every reason to believe that the mechanism of vision is altered if there is not an actual destruction of tissue. It would serve no useful purpose to extend the function to cover such a case of heterogeneity.
From the photometric function P {O) may be derived the sensibility of the eye as a function of intensity. The sensibility of the eye as a physical instrument we know decreases steadily to accommodate itself to increasing intensity, otherwise its range would be very small.
It can easily be used with illuminations varying by a factor of a million and that within a very few minutes. We have to determine the law of variation of sensibility a {O) with intensity L. Consider any physical instrument-a galvanometer for instance capable of indicating on a scale the amount of a stimulus affecting it.
The scale reading will be some function p {S) of this stimulus. The sensibility of the instrument is also in general a function of the stimulus.
Call this function <r {S).
This sensibility function is the rate of change of scale reading with the intensity of the stimulus. dp ,h-Now, in the case of vision, the sensibility to variations of intensity varies inversely as the least perceptible increment, the 8A above.
But 8A: L has been expressed as a function P {L) of intensity, and h L is h L\ L multiplied by /., or hL -LP. Sensibility as a function o-(A) of intensity is then Nutting-.] The Complete Form of Fechner* s Law.
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Lp= rxp m +(i-^;-)TC2')
For low intensities a is approximately proportional to L c~\ for high
intensities <r=
x lP m L\ the sensibility varies inversely as the intensity at high intensities exactly at low intensities a varies from L,~h to
Having the sensibility function, the scale reading is at once obtained by direct integration. In the visual case, the scale reading is the sensation of visual brightness. This is to be expressed as a function of the stimulus light or luminosity of radiation. The integration constant is zero, since for L -L at the threshold value the visual sensation must be zero. The coefficient 1 CP m may be included in a more general one which we may call B . Thus the general relation between visual sensation and the stimulus is
It is of interest here to note what was accomplished by Fechner and subsequent workers in this field. Fechner himself set up the form (using the notation here employed) SL L+L to represent his own observations. He proceeded further to treat BL as a true differential, placing the above expression equal to a differential brightness dB and integrating, thus obtaining But SL and dB are fixed finite quantities and by no means to be regarded as differentials vanishingly small. At low intensities for instance, hL is as large as L itself. Nor does there appear to be any possible interpretation of the integration performed. 22261 -07 5
